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Executive Summary
The experience of anti-corruption interventions the world over is that an incorrect diagnosis leads to an inadequate response. Prisons, in the UK and elsewhere, are ideal environments for corruption to thrive. Yet there is little available research or literature on the nature, extent and prevalence of corruption in prisons. Where there have been studies, references to corruption have usually been a minor part of works whose primary focus is elsewhere. On the specific subject of corruption, the focus has generally not been on corrupt staff, although a classic corruption analysis would show them as high risk. Other corruption risks also exist in the prison environment, such as within procurement, and it is possible that these risks have been compounded by performance management KPIs and aspects of privatisation. In the UK, the Government and relevant authorities appear until very recently to have neglected the level and seriousness of the risk. The situation is likely to be improving, but significant corruption risks still exist within the UK prisons system. Despite the paucity of data and information, there are identifiable research needs and a requirement for a research community to be pro-actively developed around this issue. This paper concludes with nine proposed research areas and six policy recommendations to ameliorate the corruption that exists today within the UK prisons system.
1. Introduction

The extent to which the UK prison system suffers from corruption has been a subject of debate, and not consensus, both inside and outside the prison system. The leaked findings of a 2006 Metropolitan police report\(^1\) on prison staff corruption received a divided reaction from officials. The report stated that there were at least 1,000 corrupt prison staff working within the prison estate.\(^2\) Senior officials within the Prison Service disagreed with the findings of the report, such as Phil Wheatley, the then Director-General of the now-defunct NOMS, who appeared to suggest the scale of the problem may have been overstated. The rationale for this disagreement was based on the report predominately relying on anecdotal evidence. However, other senior Prison Service officials agreed with the report’s contention that the problem of staff corruption was larger than was being publicly admitted, and indeed several serving prison governors had been interviewed for the report.\(^3\) Although the debate has continued, there has been very little analytical deliberation, such that policy makers have not much better access to evidence today than they had in 2006.

---

\(^1\) Produced by the Metropolitan Police and Prison Service's anti-corruption unit.
\(^3\) Ibid.
Underlying the discussion on corruption in UK prisons is the context of the ongoing prison crisis, and the question of whether corruption contributes to the crisis or is a factor in the failure to solve it. The prison crisis refers to the rise in violence, drug abuse and squalid conditions in UK prisons, usually ascribed to the government’s cuts in funding to the prison sector, alongside a rising prison population. In this context, it is important to look at the wider aspects of corruption, and not simply corrupt prison staff. For example, one factor may be the new public management-based managerial incentive structures that the prison system has used over the last three decades.

A conventional approach to analysing corruption in any sector would be to ask some basic questions:

- What form or forms does the corruption take?
- What is the scale and prevalence of the problem?
- What is the harm and who are the victims?
- What measures have been taken to prevent or detect the corruption?
- How successful have those measures been?

It is not possible to provide answers to any of these fundamental questions in relation to prisons within the UK. Although it is not uncommon for there to be an absence of data when analysing corruption, it is unusual not to be able to answer any of these questions in a high-risk sector.

In the absence of data or evidence about corruption itself, a common approach is to look at corruption risk. This would address the question “how likely is it that corruption will be occurring?”

A typology of how corruption occurs in a given sector or setting could be constructed from known cases, and the risks can be analysed both individually and in aggregate, with mitigation, prevention, detection and enforcement strategies designed to reduce the risks to acceptable levels. But as with corruption analysis, there is also a paucity of information with regard to corruption risk analysis in relation to prisons.

This does not mean that research on corruption in prisons is not possible. There is scope for qualitative and quantitative data collection, for example by way of surveys or one-on-one

---


5 Although many reports in this study refer to England & Wales, the same lack of information applies to the other parts of the UK. There is no obvious reason why the analysis and conclusions should not relate to Scotland, although Northern Ireland may be an exception due to the particular circumstances and historical background of the province.
interviews with key actors in establishments. These data may elicit knowledge based on perceptions or experience and, although corruption is an activity, often a crime, that takes place out of the public eye, and it is in the interests of all parties involved to keep it secret, such obstacles to research have been overcome in other areas. Indeed, it is not uncommon for the subject matter of corruption in prisons to arise as part of research exercises not directly on this topic.  

This is not a situation unique to the UK. The literature regarding corruption in prisons is extremely sparse, and has focussed primarily on the US and Australia, as well as some extreme examples such as Abu Ghraib.

This is all the more striking because at face value, it might be expected that prisons are not only at risk of corruption, but in a particularly high-risk category. They are institutions whose population contains a significant number of people convicted of criminal offenses, often with internal and external links to organised crime. They are closed worlds with little continuous external scrutiny. The staff are often poorly paid, whereas some of those imprisoned have considerable assets. The exercise of power is a daily reality, and therefore the abuse of power is a daily possibility. The internal sub-rosa economy has a demand for supply from the external economy, but a very small number of potential supply points. It is hard to envisage that there could be more fertile conditions for corruption to thrive, and indeed in both factual and fictional accounts of life in prison, corruption is accepted as a daily reality.

It is plausible hypothesis that one of the principal reasons for the lack of research in this area is the lack of sympathy for the victims. Those who research corruption in healthcare, or education, or the police, can demonstrate the wider harm that is done and the damage and injustice for the victims among general populations or vulnerable groups. In the case of prisons, there is no generally accepted narrative about the external damage that is done by corruption that takes place within the prison system. The closest in the UK context is perhaps the national Anti-Corruption Strategy, which states:

*Corruption has the potential to weaken critical state functions like our border controls and prison system – allowing criminality and corrupt insiders to operate unfettered, and to undermine our attempts to reform individuals.... Corruption in prisons allows criminality to proliferate (including serious organised crime) and thereby not only undermines safety and security in prisons but also our efforts to reform prisons and rehabilitate offenders.*

---

6 For example, during the third author’s ethnographic research on family contact in prisons and a recent project on communication practices in the prison environment.

Within prisons, as in any community, there are of course both victims and perpetrators of corruption: in this case among the 81,398 prisoners in the UK prison estate,\(^8\) plus around 35,000 staff.\(^9\) In circumstances where the family members of prisoners may also be implicated in corruption, they too can be considered as potential victims and/or perpetrators – not least as involvement in corrupt acts may be a means of protecting their imprisoned friend or family member.\(^10\) Little has been heard of the voices of victims of corruption within prisons, and there is little indication that even if the voices conveying a message of serious harm done by corruption to the prison population were heard, that there would be much response.

The objective of this study is to look at what is currently known, put some shape around it, and outline some directions for future research. The research in the paper is essentially secondary research, based on the limited number of available sources. These have included newspaper articles, think tank and non-governmental organisation reports, academic journal articles, government commissioned reports, government documents, published letters between MPs, and a series of books. A more detailed examination of sources is included as section two.

The target audience is prison researchers, staff working for Her Majesty’s Prison and Probation Service, staff operating under the Secretary of State for Justice and the Minister of State for Prisons, and scholars of corruption.

2. Sources of information
There are four broad types of source material for analysing corruption in prisons:

i. Studies of corruption, governance and integrity, which might be extrapolated to prisons; these would include both general studies, and studies of sectors that might be considered to be analogous; examples are the work on institutional integrity by Paul Heywood,\(^11\) or articles on corruption in the police.\(^12\)

ii. Studies and reports of other aspects of prisons, in which corruption is a minor or incidental part, even if its importance is acknowledged; examples would be the 2008

---


\(^12\) For example, Punch, Maurice and Gilmour, Stan (2010) “Police corruption: apples, barrels and orchards”, *Criminal Justice Matters*, Vol.79 (1), pp.10-12

iii. Technical guidance notes and plans on corruption in relation to prisons issued by relevant authorities; examples are the HMPPS Framework of 2019, the NOMS Instructions of 2016 and the UK’s Anti-Corruption Strategy 2017-22.

iv. Studies or reports specifically of corruption in prisons. In this last category, there is a notable absence of not only academic literature, but any literature at all, on corruption risks specific to prisons, and in particular UK prisons.

There follows a brief review of the major works in this area. Over and above these works, all bibliographies of prison corruption contain extensive grey literature, in particular media articles around specific scandals or events.

The only report that covers UK prisons in a definitive corruption context is the Transparency International report titled \textit{Corruption in the UK: Assessment of Key Sectors}\textsuperscript{16}. This has a section dedicated to prisons. However, this report is now 9 years old, and therefore does not reflect recent changes.

The most comprehensive piece of ‘grey’ literature on corruption risks in UK prisons is a widely cited report by BuzzFeed News, \textit{The Secret Prison Corruption Epidemic the Government Doesn’t Want You To Know About}\textsuperscript{17}. The report uses in depth analysis of the 2006 HMP Pentonville corruption scandal. A journalistic piece, it also showcases current and topical issues in relation to prison staff trafficking contraband into several different prison institutions. This BuzzFeed News article has been widely reported, with Bob Neill MP, the Chair of the Commons Select Committee on Prison Populations, stating that the piece exposed ‘very serious failures in the prison system.’

The article by Katie Fish, with contributions from Phil Wheatley and Mark Pyman on the \textit{Curbing Corruption} website\textsuperscript{18} gives a good overview of research to date, collated by experts

in the field of corruption. It draws on a key text by the Australian researchers Goldsmith, Halsey and Groves whose 2016 volume *Tackling Correctional Corruption: An Integrity Promoting Approach* introduces an approach called “correctional integrity”19. The work attempts to fill many of the gaps highlighted in this paper, for example in establishing a language and typology for corruption in prisons. Although the principal focus is Australia, the work also encompasses the US and the UK.

The same authors have put together an extremely helpful *Literature Review: Correctional Corruption - Final Report Prepared for Queensland Corrective Services* published in 2018.20 This is the fullest available bibliography of corruption in prisons.

There are a number of short papers that summarise the issues. A paper from 2004 by the International Centre for Prison Studies on “Bringing prisons within the rule of law”21 attempts to put the discussion on corruption in prisons on a firmer intellectual footing by arguing that corruption undermines prisoners’ human rights, notably when it results in oppression or an unsafe environment. For a brief survey from Colombia Law School of the US specifically, see the Centre for the Advancement of Public Integrity’s 2016 paper, *Prison Corruption: The Problem and some Potential Solutions*.22 This compares the UK favourably with the US. Gary Hill’s U4 issue paper from 2015 gives a more global view, with case studies on South Africa and the Philippines.23 These short papers – all worthwhile - tend to go over the same ground, all concluding that more research is necessary. They are supplemented by a number of blogs on prisons posted on the Global Anti-Corruption Blog.

Regarding the UK specifically, apart from the 2011 Transparency International report, the only available works are from the former head of the Corruption Prevention Unit, John Podmore. His accounts, in large part based on first-hand experience, are unflattering about the extent to which the problem of corruption was understood and acknowledged, taking the view that the relevant authorities in the UK are “in denial” about corruption in prisons.24

---

The United Nations Office of Drugs & Crimes (UNODC), which has within its remit both the secretariat to the UN Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC) and the lead on organised crime, has published practical guidance on how to address corruption in prisons. Drafted by John Podmore and published in 2017, it is the most comprehensive practical guidance available.  

Although it is common for the papers above to bemoan how little research there is on corruption in prisons, it is encouraging that the situation has been improving. A picture of corruption in prisons is gradually taking shape. It is not a big community of researchers, but one that exists. There is a great deal of first-hand experience, particularly from former prison governors. However, the considerable corruption expertise that lies with both academics and practitioners in other sectors and fields has not to date been brought to bear on prisons.

3. Official definitions of corruption in the UK prison system

Building a sensible response to corruption in any sector requires an understanding of what is meant by corruption. This is typically achieved through a generic definition, supported by some sort of typology, illustrated with examples or case studies. There is as yet no global consensus on what this looks like for prisons. Most usefully, in the absence of an established typology, is the categorisation of five ‘harmful practices’ in correctional settings from Goldsmith et al:  

- Inappropriate relationships
- Trafficking of contraband
- Assaults, use of force and control
- Misuses of prisoner information
- Procurement.

Efforts have also been made by the relevant authorities in the UK to establish a working definition. The current definition of corruption in HMPPS’s 2019 Counter Corruption and Reporting Wrongdoing Framework is “a person in a position of authority or trust who abuses their position for benefit or gain for themselves or another person”.  

---

This builds on the 2016 guidance note for “staff in prisons and headquarters”:

Corruption occurs when a person in a position of authority or trust abuses their position for their or another person’s benefit or gain. In NOMS, this would include the misuse of their role in order to plan or commit a criminal act, or a deliberate failure to act to prevent criminal behaviour. This includes *actual or attempted conveying of restricted items into prisons, aiding escape*, unauthorised disclosure of information, accepting or seeking bribes, inappropriate relationships, blackmail, taking or seeking money or other favours for *commercial purposes, for moving or reclassifying prisoners*, or theft of prisoner’s money or property.  

Almost identical is the NOMS Instruction of 2016 for the Probation Service – the variances are italicised in each version – which states:

Corruption occurs when a person in a position of authority or trust abuses their position for their or another person’s benefit or gain. In NOMS, this would include the misuse of their role in order to plan or commit a criminal act, or a deliberate failure to act to prevent criminal behaviour. *Examples of corruption include (but are not limited to) unauthorised or improper drafting and amending of all reports, records and licence conditions, unauthorised disclosure of information, accepting or seeking bribes, inappropriate relationships, blackmail, taking or seeking money or other favours for any reason, or theft of money or property.*

These disparities can be seen as an attempt to tailor the definition to different audiences. However, the result is two definitions that are each complex and do not precisely match and may therefore muddy an already complicated subject. The potential for confusion at this level – two slightly varying definitions within the same organisation – would usually be avoided in anti-corruption approaches and in some organisations might be indicative of a turf war.

Notwithstanding the variances, the two NOMS definitions and the HMPPS definition are broadly in line with standard definitions, including that of Transparency International cited in the UK’s National Anti-Corruption Strategy: “There is no universally accepted definition of corruption, but it is generally understood to involve the abuse of office and position to benefit a third party (an individual, business or other organisation), in return for payment or other

---

29 Italics by the authors, not in original  
reward. These features are captured in Transparency International’s definition: ‘the misuse of entrusted power for personal gain’.

The HMPPS Framework of 2019 goes on to elaborate on its definition by stating that, “abusing their position” may include acting in a way that constitutes a breach in their office duties. This importantly clarifies that turning a blind eye to corruption issues still constitutes a corruption offence. The “benefit or gain” section of the definition relates to sexual, financial, emotional or other personal gains that can occur within the prison environment.

This HMPPS definition further notes that staff may be encouraged to act in a corrupt manner based on causes they consider noble – in other words, corruption by prison staff would not necessarily need to be for personal gain. These noble causes refer to officers breaking the rules and committing acts of corruption for reasons that they perceive to be “right”. This has been a long-standing theme of literature in relation to police corruption. Whatever the motivation, acts of corruption remain illegal and damaging. The NOMS Instruction of 2016 is clear on this: “Corruption, as defined in this Instruction, will not be tolerated no matter what the form or the motivation.”

The two NOMS Instructions of 2016 both contain the same annex with twenty-two examples of what constitutes corruption. By the HMPPS Framework of 2019, this had been reduced to ten. Taken together, these three documents tell an interesting story. There is a genuine attempt to fill the gaps in defining corruption, describing the risks and creating an adequate management system. Clear progress is made between 2016 and 2019.

However, the documents themselves are complex and look as though they would be hard to use in practice. They give the impression that they have been generated by an institution that is used to procedural thoroughness, extensive cross-referencing, and thinking hard about how to reduce the possibility of things going wrong by putting in place extensive systems and detailed instructions. Perhaps most notably, the documents incorporate several ingredients from good practice approaches to anti-corruption compliance in other sectors, but ultimately read as though they are quite divorced from those settings.

---

What is also very unclear is whether they are built on a base of evidence about the types, scale and prevalence of corruption in prisons. If the evidence does exist somewhere within the prison service, it has certainly never been published.

4. Staff corruption as a contraband trafficking route

Most of the rare independent research into prison corruption assumes that staff corruption in relation to contraband is an important part of the picture. This risk reflects the experience of corruption risk analysis from other sectors, but when contraband has been looked at by non-corruption experts, the role of corruption seems much less evident. A key factor of the prison crisis has been the increasing levels of contraband that has been trafficked into the UK prisons in recent years, and it might therefore be expected that corruption would be an area of scrutiny. This recent rise in the influx of contraband into prisons is indicated by the increase in discovery incidents of drugs by 23%, mobile phones by 15% and sim cards by 13% between 2017 and 2018.34 Although there are many problems caused by the influx of mobile phones, this paper focuses primarily on the trafficking of drugs into prisons. It should be noted however, that the two concerns are interrelated, not least because the conveyance of drugs into prisons is often arranged on illicit mobile phones that have been similarly smuggled in. However, a 2018 content analysis of mobile phones seized in prisons demonstrated that most messages were focussed on prisoners maintaining family contact35.

Despite the increase in contraband trafficking, and the consensus among corruption researchers that this is an area of high risk with regard to staff corruption. By contrast, analyses of contraband trafficking have tended not to highlight corrupt prison staff or ascribe them a primary role as a trafficking route36. This is distinctly counter-intuitive from the perspective of an anti-corruption expert as the classic conditions for staff corruption exist: low-paid, de-motivated and poorly valued public officials (prison officers and civilian staff) who are in a position of considerable discretion (their daily interactions with inmates) that enables them to offer an advantage (access to drugs). To compound this, in recent years the privatisation of areas of the prisons system (and diminishing pay scales and pension provision) may have led to an environment in which institutional culture and loyalty to the public service ethos might not be expected.

Given what is known from around the world about the corruption risks for public officials, particularly in relation to organised crime, the default assumption might reasonably be that bribery or coercion occurs relatively frequently within prisons. It is possible that corruption is being deliberately ignored, or that researchers and practitioners who are not experts in corruption are paying less attention to a risk to which a corruption researcher would be more immediately drawn.

**Contraband routes**

Treadwell, Gooch and Barkham attribute the rise in the influx of drugs and mobile phones into the prison estate to the increased presence of organised crime groups.\(^{37}\) Organised crime gangs refer to “a group of three or more persons existing over a period acting in concert with the aim of committing crimes for financial or material benefit”.\(^{38}\) The government’s National Security Strategy likewise notes ‘The volume and severity of serious and organised crime threats to the UK are growing’.\(^{39}\) Alongside organised crime groups in prisons, and adding to the complexity of the picture, is the role played by individual offenders or non-organised groups of offenders.

There is surprisingly little actual data, or academic literature, on the most widely used routes that either organised crime gangs or individual offenders use to bring in drugs and mobile phones into UK prisons.\(^{40}\) From the small amount of academic literature which is available, the following routes are often highlighted:

- visits from domestic visitors (for example family members) and official visitors (legal professionals)\(^ {41}\)
- the exploitation of the prison postal system
- drugs being passed over prison walls specifically in reference to the use of drones
- new and returning inmates bringing drugs into prisons
- corrupt staff members working within an institution smuggling in contraband.\(^ {42}\)

---

\(^{37}\) Ibid. p.7  
\(^{40}\) Ibid.  
Evidence base for prison staff corruption

The 2005 Home Office report, *Tackling Prison Drug Markets*, is the only quantitative study to have analysed the different trafficking routes for drugs. The findings of this report were gained from interview questions that were put to 158 ex-prisoners, current prisoners and staff. One interview question asked the interviewees to outline the main smuggling routes that drugs take to get into the prison system.\(^{43}\) The results of this question are summarised in figure 1.

![Figure 1: Formatted interview results for the question on the most prevalent drug smuggling routes in the Home Office’s 2005 study on “Tackling Prison Drug Markets”.

It is notable that 48% of all respondents named prison staff as the most prevalent route for smuggling drugs, indicating the high likelihood of staff corruption. It is additionally noteworthy that a greater proportion of prison staff (54%) identified their colleagues as the route for the entry of drugs into prisons than prisoners/ex-prisoners who were interviewed (46%)\(^{45}\). It is not clear what proportion of the sample were serving prisoners, as opposed to those who had been released or what impact this may have had on the data collection process. Moreover, the results relating to other routes might also involve prison staff corruption. All the other routes could be facilitated by prison staff’s active involvement, or indeed passive – turning a blind eye – involvement. However, relying on a one-off study of a difficult population from 2005, which itself may be challenged due to the small sample size, illustrates how little quantitative research is available in this area.

Importantly, the Home Office’s 2005 study had no active recommendations on staff corruption and how to curb it despite almost half of all interview respondents notifying it as a key route of drug supply. The report did include a brief section on staff corruption which stated: “The fourth most commonly mentioned route of drug supply was via uniformed or

---


\(^{44}\) Ibid, Table 2, p.vii

\(^{45}\) Ibid, p.9.
civilian prison staff. Many staff who were interviewed acknowledged that such trafficking goes on and could substantially increase the number of illegal drugs available in an establishment”. However, the report ultimately gave no suggestions on how to counteract this threat.

**An independent perspective**

The potential for prison staff corruption as a route for trafficking drugs was reinforced by the Policy Exchange’s 2010 report on combating drug misuse in prison entitled *Coming Clean: combating drug misuse in prisons*. The report suggests that there is an estimated £100 million prison drugs trade, and there are on average around seven corrupt prison officials working at every prison – implying that each corrupt member of prison staff is responsible for around £100,000 of the drug markets occurring in UK prisons.

The researchers sent a survey to prisoners questioning what they believed was the main route of drug smuggling. Despite not being one of the options that respondents were asked to score, the results showed that 23% of prisoners questioned claimed that prison officers or auxiliary staff were the main route for illegal substances to enter prison. The fact that inmates hand-wrote out this answer suggests that had the Policy Exchange included this as an option within the survey they were conducting, then a far greater percentage of respondents may have also given the answer of prison staff.

**A view from the judiciary**

A glimpse into the judiciary’s adherence to this view are exemplified through the 2010 legal case of Patricia Olivierre. Olivierre was a female prison officer who was caught attempting to carry 17 grams of heroin and a substantial block of cannabis into her place of work, Wormwood Scrubs. Olivierre was also found to be in text contact with the prisoner who was going to be the recipient of the drugs. During the case, it came to light that the prisoner had used an illegally smuggled in phone to call Olivierre 153 times. The Judge, Andrew Goymer, who sentenced Olivierre, stated during her trial that, “the usual culprits are the family or friends of prisoners who are bringing drugs in while they are visiting”. This statement, while a one-off view from the judiciary, echoes the prevailing view that families and friends are the key problem and cause in the influx of drugs, mobile phones and other contraband. The lack

---

46 Ibid, p.9
48 Ibid, p.27
49 Ibid, p.13
of nuance in such a view adds to the burden of stigma by association, or “courtesy stigma”\(^{52}\) that many prisoners’ families already have to bear.\(^{53}\) As the Prison Reform Trust have noted, “Prisoners’ families come from all walks of life and it is important to avoid crude stereotyping which can be stigmatizing and harmful”.\(^{54}\) It is also frequently missed, as in the Corruption PSI highlighted above\(^{55}\), that the categories of prisoners’ families and prison staff are not necessarily dichotomous; it is possible to work in a prison and have an imprisoned family member or partner.

**The Blakey report**

The government’s primary focus on family visits being the key route of the influx of drugs and contraband, while neglecting the role of corrupt prison staff\(^{56}\), is to some extent reflected in David Blakey QC’s government-commissioned 2008 report *Disrupting the supply of illicit drugs into prisons*.\(^{57}\) This report identifies five routes to trafficking, and places considerable emphasis on the family and friends route. However, he also notes:

“No one I have spoken to in the course of this Review doubts that staff corruption is a live issue for the Service or that it constitutes a way of getting drugs into prisons. I was particularly impressed by the frank and realistic manner in which Governors spoke to me about this matter. There is a proper debate about the actual level of corruption but I did not encounter the ‘head in the sand’ response that might have been the case in many organisations both now and in the past”.\(^{58}\)

---

58 Ibid, p. 15
In 2006, there was a large and costly corruption probe into several prison officers who had allegedly trafficked weapons and drugs into HMP Pentonville. Some of these officers had also been accused of having inappropriate relationships with prisoners. The corruption probe began in 2006 after the head of prison security at HMP Pentonville found a large number of disregarded security information reports (reports accusing another prison officer of committing wrongdoing) outlining extremely serious allegations of corrupt conduct committed by several prison staff. All the allegations filed within these disregarded security information reports were then outlined in a dossier by the head of security and handed to the governor of the prison, Gary Deighton.

Deighton chose a group of trusted prison officers to delve deeper into these allegations in what became known as Operation Extract. As a result of this further investigation, the governor fired 17 prison officers. This meant in turn that none of those fired for corruption accusations were ever questioned in relation to the potential crimes that they had committed. Deighton also suspended 14 other staff members for alleged corruption charges and deemed that there needed to be greater investigation into their potentially corrupt actions. After this suspension occurred, four senior security officials from four different London prisons were brought in to lead investigation into the 14 suspended prison staff from an independent standpoint.

The investigation ultimately failed due to mishandling of confidentiality by one of the independent investigators. After the independent investigators speedily concluded their investigation and suggested that 12 of the then 13 suspended officers should be charged with corruption, Deighton - who was put in charge of the disciplinary hearings of the suspended officers - decided to remove 9 of them from their posts and charge the remaining 3 officers. Out of 31 suspected officers, 28 were therefore fired or removed from their posts and the remaining three were found guilty of corruption charges but later cleared and re-instated. The investigation was deemed a significant failure, as several million pounds had been spent on the it and no corruption charges were proven.

The Pentonville scandal demonstrated the institutional difficulties for the prison service in being able to investigate corruption allegations successfully. All the independent investigators were simultaneously trying to run busy London prisons and a significant corruption operation.

A government internal review of the process outlined that the timescale the investigating officers had to compile and write their reports on these corrupt officers was “extremely tight”. This resulted in the investigators missing their deadline for their reports, and not being able to compile enough detailed evidence, with the government’s internal review stating that the intelligence gathered by the investigators had, “not met the required burden of proof...if the investigations had been carried out more thoroughly and in greater detail it may have been possible to offset any gaps in the analysis of intelligence”.  

The prison governor, Gary Deighton, was heavily criticised in the internal review on a number of grounds. The case shows the potential for mishandling by an individual prisoner governor attempting to deal with corruption allegations and highlights the advantages of having investigations staffed by independent anti-corruption and counter-fraud professionals.

**Slow progress**

The 2005 Home Office Report, 2006 Pentonville Scandal and 2008 Blakey Report, would seem to have provided the government with evidence both that staff corruption was a problem, and that this needed to be dealt with in a systematic, independent and coordinated way. More than a decade on, this remains the case. The sparse literature on corruption in prisons highlights this risk; the scarcely fuller literature on contraband trafficking tends to focus on areas other than corruption; and there is no sense that corruption amongst prison staff, and in particular systemic or extensive corruption, is an area of focus for the government or prison authorities. While the Pentonville scandal helped make the case for the government to create an independent anti-corruption unit, in order to succeed it would need to be a unit that was adequately resourced and had sufficient institutional support.

**5. Corruption Prevention Unit(s)**

Although nearly half of all respondents of the Home Office’s 2005 report named prison staff corruption as a route of drug smuggling, it was not until 2008 that the government created the Corruption Prevention Unit, a body which looked to work alongside the police to identify corrupt prison staff. By contrast, the anti-corruption unit of the Metropolitan Police dates from the early 1990s.

In 2008, Blakey had identified a 5-step approach to tackling staff corruption that was already in operation. These steps are:

---


• Identify the extent of the threat
• Improve intelligence
• Implement common standards
• Establish a culture where corruption is not tolerated
• Work closely with other agencies, especially the police.  

He reported that this 5-Step process was being taken forward by the Professional Standards Unit, soon to become the Corruption Prevention Unit. However, two years later, Transparency International reported that:

“In January 2011 after an internal review, the National Offender Management Service (NOMS) announced that the Corruption Prevention Unit (CPU) would be subsumed under another branch of the security directorate, and that the post of Head of CPU would be abolished. This left no one with a senior operational background in what was already a very small unit, consisting of a junior prison manager, a seconded police officer and a handful of administrative staff. The CPU’s budget had been significantly reduced since its inception some three years earlier”.

The original budget for the CPU was £700,000, and it consisted of ten staff members. By 2010, the organisation’s employees were halved alongside its budget, meaning that only five full time staff were looking into staff corruption problems in UK prisons on a meagre budget of £350,000.

What Blakey had identified as a reasonable approach (a CPU underpinned by a 5-step plan) was therefore subject to budget cuts, a downgrade in status, and institutional change. These were evidently not the conditions for the counter-corruption actions to thrive: there is no publicly available information on whether the 5-Step approach was evaluated, or how successful it was considered.

Indeed, between the Transparency International report of 2011 and 2017, the formal mechanisms for dealing with corruption in prisons seems to have gone into enforced hibernation due to lack of resources. The national Anti-Corruption Plan of 2014 contained
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nine paragraphs on corruption in prisons, indicating that the CPU continued to exist, although its only listed task was to manage “a network of Regional Corruption Prevention Managers”. The Plan’s action for prisons was for “NOMS to consider the extension of its corruption prevention programme to cover the increasing number of non-directly employed staff delivering custodial services (by March 2015)”. While a necessary action, this was singularly unambitious given the scale of the problem.

Progress against the Plan was reported formally in May 2016, when not only was this action logged as completed, but in addition NOMS was reported as having issued the 2016 Instruction, and extending its anti-corruption approach to the probation service and non-directly employed (NDE) staff. The inescapable impression is of a small number of dedicated staff battling against the odds with little senior institutional support; but also of the importance of national-level Plans and Strategies in helping to stimulate and reinforce activity.

Interviewed in 2016, former governor John Podmore said, “the anti-corruption methods for prisons are incredibly under-resourced” and “the whole thing is a complete dog’s breakfast”. He told Buzzfeed News that while a governor he “didn’t have the resources to investigate corruption so we used to have to find other reasons to sack people”; “It isn’t something the prison system is wanting to tackle or recognise.”

By 2017, the government had produced a national Anti-Corruption Strategy, and somewhat out of the blue, prisons appeared as one of four priority areas.

This was followed in 2019 by the creation of a new Counter Corruption Unit, possibly reflecting the Ministry of Justice’s concern about the alarming rise in prosecutions and disciplinary actions made against prison staff since 2014, with over 2,666 prison staff having faced disciplinary action over the last five years. This disciplinary action included a number of criminal prosecutions, with 960 of these cases being related to a breach of security which can include bringing mobile phones and drugs into the prison environment.
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Announcing the creation of the unit, Justice Secretary David Gauke said that it was in reaction to “recent criminal prosecutions” whereby “a small minority continue to engage in corrupt behaviour in our prisons damaging both the integrity of the system and their profession”.

This suggests a reactive approach to a problem that could no longer be swept under the carpet.

Indeed, prison staff corruption has been gaining more attention in the media. The Guardian, The Telegraph and the Times have all written articles highlighting the rise of staff corruption in the last two years. The Telegraph published a piece outlining allegations from a former prison officer that, “up to five staff in every prison are corrupt” in 2017. A Guardian article of 2019 with the headline “More than 2,500 prison staff disciplined in the last five years” was followed by a Times article with the headline, ‘Corrupt prison staff smuggling drugs into jails’ which highlighted the findings of a Police and Crime Commissioner report that mentioned how openly staff talked about their colleagues trafficking contraband.

Like its predecessor, the 2019 Counter Corruption Unit has a relatively small number of staff. This new Unit began operational tasks in 2019 and consists of 29 specialist staff members, divided into 5 national and regional sub-units. It has four key aims, familiar from the Home Office and National Crime Agency 4Ps approach: protect the prison service against corruption by building an open and resilient organisation; prevent staff from engaging in corruption by attempting to strengthen professional integrity; pursue and punish those involved with corruption; and, prepare prisons to lower the impact of corruption where it does occur. This specialist team will also aim to work with other agencies such as the police and the National Crime Agency to hinder organised crime groups that act in a nefarious manner with corrupt staff.

The recent 2019 Prison Drug Strategy, created by HMPPS, states that the success of this unit shall be based on achieving the aim of reducing the proportion of random mandatory drug tests that are found positive by March 2020. This highlights the intertwined nature of
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HMPPS’s adherence to the use of key performance indicators – that can be easily manipulated – and the government’s conceptual approach to tackling staff corruption. A positive development is the focus on “staff who use their position for illicit gain”, and explicit – if somewhat hidden – acknowledgement that staff corruption might have a significant role to play.\(^{79}\)

An internal HMPPS presentation from 2019 develops some of these points.\(^{80}\) There is a clear focus on staff corruption as a key area. Corruption is seen as part of a “wider security picture”, and there is a strong emphasis on the importance of culture, training and staff support, based on “academic literature and international evidence”. There is a more nuanced understanding than previous such documents have demonstrated and a plan for a more comprehensive approach, while still based on the 4Ps.

However, the same challenges and questions inevitably face the new Counter Corruption Unit as had faced the CPU. There is a danger that the metrics for success will neither incentivise the unit correctly, nor give real insight into the nature of the problem and how it is being tackled; a concern that whatever actions are taken are built primarily on experiential learning by those who are personally involved, rather than a firm evidence base; a risk that the introverted nature of the prison system will neglect the lessons and expertise that can be incorporated from other sectors and institutions; and above all, the risk that the resourcing and senior, institutional support for tackling corruption will be insufficient in the face of competing priorities and institutional pressures. In the absence of transparency about what is going on and how effective it has been, external observations are limited to guesswork.

**6. The role of new public management incentive structures within the UK prison system in raising corruption risk**

There is a lively debate in the Prison Service and elsewhere about new public management, including privatisation and part-privatisation, and the incorporation of private sector management approaches into the public sector. While this study is not primarily about new public management, there is evidence to suggest that the implementation of the new system has created new and enhanced corruption risks within the Prison Service.

**Organisational structure of prisons and new public management**

Since the academic analysis of new public management began, there has been a large amount of criticism directed towards the managerial movement.\(^{81}\) Most of these criticisms revolve around the belief that new public management is not universally applicable, and it is
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subsequently not fit for certain public sector institutions. Pollitt and Armstrong argue that new public management is not appropriate for the public sector as it distorts the distinct political, ethical and social dimensions that make up such public bodies. Other academics such as Savoie and Singh also criticise the movement on the same basis of it distorting the key institutional make up of public bodies. They further argue that private sector managerial doctrines are inappropriate for the public sector based on the exceptional conditions in which the public sector operates. These exceptional conditions refer to public sector bodies having more intricate objectives and facing more accountability, while operating within a more tempestuous political environment than private sector bodies. The prison service perhaps epitomises the notion of exceptional circumstances.

**Key Performance Indicators**

The setting of key performance indicators is an established part of any management system, and in the prison service KPIs are used for governors and localised prison management teams to measure the overall performance of a given institution. Under HMPPS, the KPIs are organised to give performance ratings of differing individual areas. These performance ratings are referred to as the Prison Performance Tool, which allows different institutions to be ranked in a league table within the Annual Prison Performance Ratings. Within the Prison Performance Tool, overall performance is rated from a scale of 1 to 4. A rating of 4 refers to an individual prison’s performance as being exceptional, and a rating of 1 refers to an individual prison’s performance being of serious concern.

These key performance indicators are separated into 26 different measures and sub-measures, which are split across six different categories: safety, security, respect, rehabilitation and release planning, purposeful activity and organisational effectiveness. For example, the category of safety is broken down into: positive random mandatory drug testing, risk management audit, measuring the quality of prison life, prisoner on prisoner assault incidents per 1,000 prisoners, assault on staff incidents per 1,000 prisoners, control and restraint training, tornado team commitment, self-harm incidents per 1,000 prisoners and HM Inspectorate of Prisons safety measurements.

KPIs can be manipulated in any business environment, and Howell states that this manipulation often occurs from employees being under intense pressure to perform to them.

---
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**KPIs and the ‘Prison Crisis’**

Prison governors, and localised management teams are currently facing extreme pressure to perform to high standards set within the Prison Performance Tool outlined by HMPPS. This extreme pressure stems from the heightened scrutiny they face in the wake of national press coverage of the UK prison crisis, and from the consequences they may face if their specific institution fails to meet the statistical criteria of adequate standards. On top of the pressure governors face from press scrutiny of their institutions, they also must perform well within the annual prison performance report.87

Illustrating this, control over HMP Birmingham was handed over from the private contracting firm G4S back to the state as a result of high levels of prisoner violence towards staff, squalid living conditions and extreme levels of inmate drug abuse.88 Within the 2018/2019 annual prison performance ratings, more prisons were rated as being of concern than in the previous seven years.89

HM Inspectorate notifications to the government may cause the media, politicians and ministers to condemn a prison and therefore a governor’s operational credentials.90 This demonstrates the intense strain on prison governors and localised prison management teams to score highly within the annual prison performance rating.

**Manipulation of KPIs**

Even before the recent press interest in the prison crisis, governors have been accused of manipulating key performance indicator statistics. This can be demonstrated through the exceptionally good performance of a prison within the Northwest region of the UK in 2010, in terms of its performance on the KPI for positive mandatory drug tests. The prison performed so well in this metric that it indicated that the prison population was virtually drug free. However, when the prison was independently inspected, it was found that at least 30% of the prison population used illegal substances.91 This suggests that KPIs are capable either of entirely failing to measure what they are expected to measure, or can be manipulated by those who are responsible for them.
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Moreover, it has been suggested that statistics on drug testing in prisons could be manipulated to give a skewed impression of drug use at establishments, leading to figures that HMPPS receive not being reflective of the wider prison population. A former prison officer reported to the anti-corruption NGO Transparency International, an inmate in the institution he was working in had 9 drug-free certificates on his wall. When questioned by an independent prison inspector, the prisoner stated that he was continually tested for drugs by prison staff as they knew that he never engaged in substance abuse.\textsuperscript{92}

This is an example of how manipulation of a KPI can conceal a corruption risk. The risk is that prison staff have been corrupted and are allowing drugs into the prison. The manipulation is that the prison staff are able to create a favourable result for the KPI which suggests there is little trafficking of drugs into the prison. The result is that those who might act on the KPIs are unaware of the extent of the trafficking and the corruption of the prison staff involved.

In a frequently cited study from 2004, Professor Alison Liebling noted that “establishments inevitably massage their statistics, for example, showing videos in workshop areas which might otherwise be closed and claiming these hours as ‘work’”.\textsuperscript{93}

There is therefore an inherent risk is that the government may not receive an accurate representation of the conditions inside prisons. Manipulation of KPIs comes on top of the risk of error, potentially creating a league table of prison performances which has a limited link to reality. A former prison officer told Transparency International that there was an information asymmetry between central government and the operational management and conditions in prisons: he referred to his workplace as the “virtual prison, the one that officials like to tell Ministers that exists”.\textsuperscript{94} The Transparency International report also suggests that there is a mutual convenience in allowing corruption to continue, both to have a quiet prison and meet other KPIs: “organised crime and corruption have a symbiotic relationship in the prison service, one that benefits both criminals and – in terms of achieving KPIs – the prisons themselves”.\textsuperscript{95}

It is possible to argue that the manipulation of KPIs itself follows the HMPPS definition of corruption: “a person in a position of authority or trust who abuses their position for benefit or gain for themselves or another person”.\textsuperscript{96} For the purposes of this study, the key question
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is whether the manipulation of KPIs in prisons leads either to under-reporting of corruption risks, and therefore an inadequate response to corruption, or to corruption risks being created through the process of or as a result of manipulation. The evidence is at present inconclusive either way. However, manipulation of KPIs in ways that conceal or exacerbate corruption, possibly as an unintended consequence, should be considered a high-risk area until proven otherwise.

### 7. Further research areas

It is clear that corruption in the UK prison system is under-researched. There is no comprehensive academic literature on either corruption risks or actual corruption that occur within UK prisons.

Nine proposed areas to prioritise for future research are:

1. **Typology and harm.** For analysis and management purposes, it would be useful to have both the academic and practitioner communities in the UK coalesce around a typology of prison corruption; similarly, research and narratives which establish the victims and the harm would help underpin policy approaches. An interested party – a research or practitioner institution – could convene a workshop of key players to start building a consensus.

2. **Scale and prevalence.** Basic quantitative information would allow a better picture to be built, along with a basis for prioritising anti-corruption resource allocation.

3. **Motivations and incentives.** This would examine the landscape from junior staff to Governors, encompassing public and private sectors, establishing the motivations and incentives for different actors (including domestic and official visitors) to become involved with corruption, including the extent to which KPIs may be a contributor to corrupt behaviours, and whether privatisation has made a difference.

4. **Staff corruption** as a route that contraband takes into the prison system. A proposed methodology is a nationwide survey with a large sample group on the prevalence of different trafficking routes. Within the formulation of such a survey, there should be specific investigatory emphasis on staff involvement in contraband trafficking. The results could then inform qualitative research in establishments (including attempts to engage with ex-staff members who have been found guilty of what would be considered corrupt practices).

5. **The extent of corruption in relation to procurement.** Although not covered in this paper, the same rationale applies as to other research areas: it is a key corruption risk that is under-researched.
6. **Confidential reporting (whistleblowing).** In other fields, information on corruption is often gathered through confidential reporting mechanisms. Within prisons, this might be considered to have dangers over and above the norm. Research would help show how effective the current channels are and whether enhancements would make them a more useful tool. A specialist agency such as Protect could be commissioned to do this.

7. **Gender and corruption.** This research would analyse whether the types or prevalence of corruption have a relationship with gender within the prison system: for example, are there different types of corruption at play within male and female prisons?

8. **Additional (demographic) factors.** For example, is the prevalence or form of corruption different in the adult estate compared to the Young People’s estate? What variance is there across the estate: is there less in the High Security Estate compared to local or open establishments? Eliciting a more nuanced understanding will aid in resource allocation and prioritising.

9. **Organised crime.** The existing prisons literature suggests that organised crime plays a role both in corrupting, and in benefitting from corruption. This reflects the learnings from other areas such as border security and policing. Prisons-specific research should examine the intersections/collusion between members of organised crime in prisons and corrupt staff/social and official visitors.

8. **Conclusions and Policy Recommendations**

This paper aims both to assess the state of research into corruption in UK prisons and offer a commentary on what is known about the state of corruption in UK prisons. There is a marked absence of research, and for this reason neither the corruption nor the corruption risks can be accurately assessed. This inevitably leads to the conclusion that the subject has been neglected, and that for a long period the relevant authorities have been in denial. However, there are signs of improvement, most notably the inclusion of prisons as one of the priorities of the national Anti-Corruption Strategy in 2017, and the creation of the Counter Corruption Unit in 2019.

Overall, the research outputs, policy making, and operational actions regarding corruption within UK prisons need a considerable addition of impetus, with the latter made more likely by the advent of the Counter Corruption Unit.

Six policy recommendations to improve the situation are:

1. Gain consensus on the typology, harm and narrative, enabling a common language and framework for policy and operational work (including training)
2. Pro-actively build a research community, including academics and those within civil society who specialise either on corruption or on prisons

3. Identify key research gaps and questions, building on the proposal in section 6 above

4. Bring in external expertise to the insular world of prisons so that practitioners in the prisons field can draw on the extensive anti-corruption expertise from other sectors

5. Ensure the anti-corruption approach has adequate resourcing and institutional support, a key lesson from the past both in UK prisons, but also across the world in anti-corruption agencies

6. Increase transparency over the sector’s activities, facilitating researchers and enabling appropriate levels of external accountability.
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